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Grant Overview 

 
The Jewish Foundation of Cincinnati and Jewish Federation of Cincinnati are committed to a strong and 

enduring connection with the State of Israel. The Cincy Journeys initiative provides scholarships to Jewish 

youth and young adults in Cincinnati providing the financial means for them to attend approved overnight 

Jewish camps and to visit Israel. Cincy Journeys helps maintain and strengthen Cincinnati’s connection with 

Israel, beginning with our youth. Our stated goals are to provide individuals with a stronger Jewish identity, 

which in turn leads to greater Jewish continuity; to strengthen individual connections to and within the 

Cincinnati Jewish community; to bolsters our reputation as a community with a strong, proud Jewish identity 

and connection to Israel; and finally, to attract Jews from around the country and make Cincinnati a place 

that they want to call home. 

The Jewish Foundation Board of Trustees formally approved funding for the Israel travel grant initiative on 

November 10, 1999. Funding for overnight Jewish camp was formally adopted by the trustees in October 

2011. In 2015 this generous grant initiative became known as Cincy Journeys. 

 

The success of the Cincy Journeys program is due in large part to the collaboration of The Jewish 

Foundation of Cincinnati and the Jewish Federation of Cincinnati. At the time when the grant initiative 

was created, the Foundation Trustees determined that the organization most suited to administer the 

program on a day-to-day basis was the Jewish Federation of Cincinnati. The Cincy Journeys program 

functions as a part of the Jewish Federation of Cincinnati’s Community Building department. Cincy 

Journeys is responsible for outreach, intake, marketing, and all program administration. Cincy Journeys 

provides information and referral services for a wide array of approved overnight Jewish camps and the 

many opportunities available for travel to Israel. 
 

The only factors that are considered in the awarding of grants are age, Jewish status, and permanent 

geographical ties to the greater Cincinnati area. All grant payments are sent directly to the overnight 

Jewish camp or Israel trip provider on behalf of the applicant. No grant payments are issued to 

individuals. 

On acceptance of grant funding, all recipients agree to complete a survey regarding their Jewish 

attitudes and behaviors prior to their departure for overnight Jewish camp or Israel and to complete 

follow-up surveys for up to 10 years after program attendance. In addition, all high school Israel travel 

grant recipients agree to 25 hours of giving back to the community. This is fulfilled by participating in a 

pre- and post-trip engagement program called Israel HERE. 

The Jewish Foundation of Cincinnati is pleased to fund an unlimited number of overnight Jewish camp 

and Israel travel grants for Cincinnati high school students and young adults. The annual grant cycle is 

October 1st to September 30th.  



 
 

Overnight Jewish Camping Grants 

 

Grant Information 

1. Every Jewish Cincinnati child is eligible for two grants to attend an approved overnight Jewish camp.  

2. The first grant is up to $1,800 and the second grant is up to $1,000 for a maximum total of $2,800. 

 First year grant   

 Children attending a minimum three-week session are eligible to receive a grant of up to 

 $1,800 

 Children attending a minimum two-week session are eligible to receive a grant of up to 

 $900 

Second year grant      

  Children attending a minimum three-week session are eligible to receive a grant of up to  

  $1,000                                                                                                                         

  Children attending a minimum two-week session are eligible to receive a grant of up to  

  $500   

3. Grants are available to new camp attendees as well as children who have previously attended an 

overnight Jewish camp. 

4. Only one grant can be used per year. 

5. Only two grants are available per child. 

6. Grants do not need to be used in consecutive years. 

7. Second-year grants can be used at the same or a different approved overnight Jewish camp. 

8. Grants are not based on financial need and can be used along with other scholarships or financial 

aid. 

  



 
 

Eligibility Criteria 

 

1. AGE 

Applicants must be students between the ages of 6 to 17 years old. 

 

2. RELIGION 

Applicant must have at least one Jewish parent who identifies with a recognized Jewish 

denomination, or themselves have completed Jewish conversion through a recognized Jewish 

denomination. 

 

3. FINANCIAL STATUS 

Not taken into consideration. 

 

4. RESIDENCY REQUIREMENTS 

Parent(s)/guardians must reside in greater Cincinnati during the year the student attends overnight 

Jewish camp. 

Parent(s)/guardians must have resided in greater Cincinnati for a minimum of one year prior to the 

start of camp. 

Please refer to Criteria to Establish Residency (pg.19) for more specific information. 

 
5. CAMP DURATION 

Minimum of two weeks. 

If camp stay is extended to a full session, applicant may receive the increased grant amount by 

emailing a request to the Cincy Journeys grant manager. 

 

6. CAMP LOCATION 

Camp summer location must be within the United States of America or Canada. 

 

7. GRANT LIMIT 

$1,800 for the first grant and $1,000 for the second grant totaling a $2,800 maximum limit per child. 

 

 



 
 

  



 
 

Approved Camps 

1. All overnight Jewish camps approved by the Foundation for Jewish Camping, for inclusion in their One 

Happy Camper program, are approved by Cincy Journeys. A list of all approved overnight Jewish 

camps can be found at www.onehappycamper.org and www.cincyjourneys.org. 

2. Requests for approval for an overnight Jewish camp can be made to the Cincy Journeys grant 

manager if the following minimum criteria are met. The camp: 

 is a non-profit overnight Jewish camp 

 has a 501(c)(3) designation 

 is accredited by the American Camping Association 

3. In addition to the above, the following documentation must be submitted to the Cincy Journeys grant 

manager before approval will be given: 

 List of directors with contact info 

 Summer and winter location information  

 Summer and winter contact information  

 Camp mission statement 

 Camp website address 

 Camp itinerary (daily and weekly schedule) 

 Copy of the invoice 

 Other documentation as requested 

The approval process may take up to 21 business days. The Jewish Federation of Cincinnati has the 

final say in determining approval of any overnight Jewish camp. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.onehappycamper.org/
http://www.cincyjourneys.org/


 
 

Other Grants and Awards 

 

 Congregational Matching Grants 

 

1. For those who qualify, additional need-based grants may be available through congregations. 

2. To receive a congregational matching grant, the applicant must contact the rabbi directly. 

3. Congregational matching grants are at the discretion of the rabbi. 

4. Congregational rabbis are responsible for submitting the congregational matching grant 

application form to Cincy Journeys. 

5. Congregational matching grants can be used in the same year as a Cincy Journeys grant. 

6. Congregational matching grants can only be applied towards an approved overnight Jewish 

camp. 

7. Only one congregational matching grant application can be submitted per year. 

8. There is no limit on the number of times a congregational matching grant can be awarded to an 

applicant. 

9. The maximum congregational matching grant amount is $1,000 per applicant, per year. 

10. Grant recipients must be between the ages of 6 and 17. 

11. Matching grant funds are mailed directly to the overnight Jewish camps on behalf of the 

applicant. 

 

One Happy Camper Grants 

Residents of greater Cincinnati are not eligible to receive the One Happy Camper Grant for their first 

overnight Jewish camping experience. The Jewish Foundation of Cincinnati is a self-funding partner 

of the One Happy Camper program. 

 

Other Grants and Awards 

Most overnight Jewish camps offer additional need-based scholarships or payment plan options. 

Please contact the overnight Jewish camp directly for more information.  

  



 
 

Cancellation/Early Termination 

1. If the grant recipient is dismissed from overnight Jewish camp due to behavioral issues including, but 

not limited to: disruptive behavior, unsanctioned absences from daily activities, illegal use of drugs, 

deliberate abuse of prescribed medications, or engagement in prohibited activities, parents/guardians 

are responsible for reimbursing the Jewish Federation of Cincinnati in full. 

2. If cancellation or early termination occurs due to medical necessity, a doctor’s note must be submitted 

to the Cincy Journeys grant manager within 5 business days of the decision to terminate or withdraw 

from the program.  

3. Any other reasons for cancellation or early termination will be dealt with on a case by case basis. 

 

  



 
 

High School Israel Travel Grants 

 

Grant Information  

Every Jewish Cincinnati student is eligible for one high school Israel travel grant that will be used on an 

approved peer educational Israel travel experience. 

 

Eligibility Criteria 

1. AGE 

Applicant must be a student at least 16 years of age or completing 10th, 11th or 12th grade. 

The high school grant can be used in the summer after graduation, as long as the trip is designed for 

high school students. 

  

2. RELIGION 

Applicant must have at least one Jewish parent who identifies with a recognized Jewish 

denomination, or themselves have completed Jewish conversion through a recognized Jewish 

denomination. 

 

3. FINANCIAL STATUS 

Not taken into consideration. 

  

4. RESIDENCY REQUIREMENTS 

Parent(s)/guardians must reside in Cincinnati during the year the trip is taken.  

Parent(s)/guardians must have lived in Cincinnati for a minimum of one year prior to the application 

date. 

Former Israelis must have lived in the United States for a minimum of 10* years.  

Please refer to Criteria to Establish Residency for more specific information. 

 

5. TRIP DURATION 

The trip must include a minimum of three weeks spent in Israel, unless it is part of the March of the 

Living or the Camp Livingston Yisrael trip. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

6. GRANT LIMIT 

$6,500 

If the cost of the trip is less than the maximum grant amount, local airfare to/from New York may be 

included (for a maximum total of $6,500). Airfare receipts, indicating the name of the passenger and 

cost of the ticket, must be provided to the Cincy Journeys grant manager before any grant payments 

are made to the trip provider. Funds will be included with the grant payment and are sent directly to 

the trip provider on behalf of the grant recipient. It is the responsibility of the grant 

recipient/parent/guardian to claim any credits due directly from the trip provider. Airfare that is 

purchased using rewards and/or miles is not eligible for reimbursement.  

  

7. PREVIOUS ISRAEL TRAVEL 

Previous travel to Israel has no impact on grant eligibility. 

Students can receive only one high school Israel travel grant. 

 
8. GRANT RECEIPENT PARTICIPANT REQUIREMENTS 

The student must complete a baseline survey prior to trip. 
 
The student must agree to complete follow-up surveys for up to 10 years after the trip. 
 
The student must complete the travel advisory agreement. 

The student must complete 25 hours of giving back to the community by participating in the Israel 
HERE program pre- and post-trip meetings, or some mutually agreed upon alternative. 

The student must repay the grant in full if they do not go to Israel. 

 

9. GRANT RECEIPENT AGREEMENTS AS PART OF THE ONLINE APPLICATION FORM 
 
(i)  If I am dismissed from my Israel Program because of behavioral reasons including, but not 
limited to, disruptive behavior, unsanctioned absences from daily activities, illegal use of drugs, 
deliberate abuse of prescribed medications, or engaging in prohibited activities, I am responsible for 
reimbursing The Jewish Foundation of Cincinnati in full. 
 
(ii). PHOTO RELEASE: I hereby consent to and authorize the use and reproduction, in print or 
electronic format by the Jewish Federation of Cincinnati and its beneficiary agencies, to photographs 
of me which have been taken for the promotional and educational uses, without compensation. I 
agree that the Jewish Federation of Cincinnati may use such photographs of me with or without my 
name for any lawful purpose including, but not limited to: publicity, illustration, advertising and web 
content. 
 
(iii). I understand that upon my return, I am obligated to participate in the post trip engagement 
program. 

 



 
 

Approved Trips and Programs  

  

 Congregational or Jewish youth movement peer educational program  

 Overnight Jewish camping trip 

 March of the Living  

 Other high school peer educational programs by approved independent trip providers 

 A comprehensive and updated listing of all approved trips and trip providers can be found on our 

 website, at www.jewishcincinnati.org/israel-travel-grants-eligible-trip-providers. 

 

 

  

http://www.jewishcincinnati.org/israel-travel-grants-eligible-trip-providers


 
 

Israel HERE Pre- & Post-Trip Programming 

 
The goal of the Israel HERE program is to provide students with the opportunity to learn more about our 

vibrant local Jewish community, participate in beneficial community service projects, deepen their 

understanding of Israel and Israeli society, strengthen their connections to Israel while processing their 

recent Israel experience, and form new friendships with peers from across our community. 

The Israel HERE program was implemented and approved by The Jewish Foundation, as part of the 

Give Back to the Community Service Agreement in 2011. All activities of the program are implemented 

and overseen by the Cincinnati Shlicha (Israel Emissary) and the Cincy Journeys grant manager in 

collaboration with community agencies and organizations. 

 

Each grant recipient entering the 11th or 12th grade during the year proceeding their Israel trip is 

expected to participate in the Israel HERE programming. Dates for the upcoming pre- and post-trip 

meetings are provided in the initial pre-trip agreement. For students who are unable to attend one or 

both sessions, an alternative Give Back to the Community project must be arranged with the Cincy 

Journeys grant manager. 

 

Other Grants and Awards  

 

 Bar/Bat Mitzvah Grant 

 Bar/Bat Mitzvah grants awarded by The Jewish Federation of Cincinnati cannot be used in 

 conjunction with an Israel travel grant. 

  

Other Grants & Awards 

Many Jewish movements/youth groups, educational institutions, and trip providers offer additional 

need-based scholarships or payment plan options for their programs. Please contact them directly 

for more information.  

 

Cancellation/Early Termination 

1. If the grant recipient is dismissed from an Israel trip because of behavioral reasons including, but not 

limited to: disruptive behavior, unsanctioned absences from daily activities, illegal use of drugs, 

deliberate abuse of prescribed medications, or engagement in prohibited activities, parents/guardians 

are responsible for reimbursing the Jewish Federation of Cincinnati in full. 



 
 

2. If cancellation or early termination occurs due to medical necessity, a doctor’s note must be submitted 

to the Cincy Journeys grant manager within 5 business days of the decision to terminate or withdraw 

from the program.  

3. Any other reasons for cancellation or early termination will be dealt with on a case by case basis. 

 

Post High School Israel Travel Grants 

 

Grant Information  

Every Jewish Cincinnati young adult, between the ages of 18 and 26, is eligible for one post high school 

Israel travel grant that will be used to participate in an approved Israel travel experience. 

Grants are funded by The Jewish Foundation of Cincinnati and administered by the Jewish Federation of 

Cincinnati. 

 

Eligibility Criteria 

1. AGE 

Applicant must be between the ages of 18-26. The travel grant application must be received before 

the applicant turns 27. 

 

2. RELIGION 

Applicant must have at least one Jewish parent who identifies with a recognized Jewish 

denomination, or themselves have completed Jewish conversion through a recognized Jewish 

denomination. 

 

3. FINANCIAL STATUS 

Not taken into consideration. 

  

4. RESIDENCY REQUIREMENTS 

Parent(s)/guardians must reside in greater Cincinnati during the year the trip takes place.  

Parent(s)/guardians must have lived in Cincinnati for a minimum of one year prior to the application 

date. 

Applicant can be attending college/university in another state. 

Applicant must be living in the USA and still be a dependent member of the parents household, or if 

an independent must have been living and working in Cincinnati for a minimum of one year prior to 



 
 

the application date. Please refer to Criteria to Establish Residency (pg.15) for more specific 

information. 

Former Israelis must have lived in the United States for a minimum of 10* years. 

5. TRIP LENGTH 

A minimum of 14 days in Israel. 

6. GRANT LIMIT 

$5000 

If the cost of the trip is less than the maximum grant amount, airfare may be included (for a maximum 

total of $5000.00). Airfare receipts indicting the name of the passenger and cost of the ticket must be 

provided to the Cincy Journeys grant manager before any grant payments are made to the trip 

provider. Funds will be included with the grant payment and sent directly to the trip provider on behalf 

of the grant recipient. It is the responsibility of the grant recipient/parent/guardian to claim back any 

credits due directly with the trip provider. Airfare that is purchased by using reward miles is not 

eligible for reimbursement.  

  

7. PREVIOUS ISRAEL TRAVEL 

 Previous travel to Israel has no impact on grant eligibility. 

 Young adults can receive only one post high school Israel travel grant. 

 

8. FINANCIAL STATUS 

 Not taken into consideration. 

 

9. PARTICIPANT REQUIREMENTS 

Complete a baseline survey prior to trip. 

Sign an agreement to complete other surveys for up to 10 years after the trip. 

Complete the travel advisory and give-back to the community agreements.                                   

Repay the grant in full if grant recipient does not subsequently go to Israel. 

10. GRANT RECEIPENT AGREEMENTS (AS PART OF THE ONLINE APPLICATION FORM) 
 
(i)  If I am dismissed from my Israel Program because of behavioral reasons including, but not 
limited to, disruptive behavior, unsanctioned absences from daily activities, illegal use of drugs, 
deliberate abuse of prescribed medications, or engaging in prohibited activities, I am responsible for 
reimbursing The Jewish Foundation of Cincinnati in full. 
 
(ii)  PHOTO RELEASE: I hereby consent to and authorize the use and reproduction, in print or 
electronic format by the Jewish Federation of Cincinnati and its beneficiary agencies, to photographs 
of me which have been taken for the promotional and educational uses, without compensation. I 
agree that the Jewish Federation of Cincinnati may use such photographs of me with or without my 



 
 

name for any lawful purpose including, but not limited to: publicity, illustration, advertising and web 
content. 
 
(iii)  I understand that upon my return, I am obligated to fulfill in the Give Back to The Community 
Service Agreement. 

Approved Trips and Programs 

 Congregational or Jewish youth movement peer educational program 

 Cincinnati Community Birthright  trip 

 Other post high school educational/volunteer programs by approved organizations or 

independent trip providers 

A comprehensive and updated listing of all approved trips and trip providers can be found on our website at 

www.jewishcincinnati.org/israel-travel-grants-eligible-trip-providers. 

 

Other Grants and Awards  

 

 Bar/Bat Mitzvah Grant 

 Bar/bat Mitzvah grants awarded by The Jewish Federation of Cincinnati cannot be used in 

 conjunction with an Israel travel grant. 

  

Other Grants and Awards 

Many Jewish movements, educational institutions, organizations and trip providers offer additional 

incentives or need-based scholarships, and/or payment plan options for their programs. Applicants 

should contact them directly for more information. 

 

Cancellation/Early Termination 

1. If the grant recipient is dismissed from an Israel trip/program because of behavioral reasons 

including, but not limited to: disruptive behavior, unsanctioned absences from daily activities, illegal 

use of drugs, deliberate abuse of prescribed medications, or engaging in prohibited activities, the 

parents/guardians are responsible for reimbursing the Jewish Federation of Cincinnati in full. 

2. If cancellation or early termination occurs due to medical necessity, a doctor’s note must be submitted 

to the Cincy Journeys grant manager within 5 business days of the decision to terminate or withdraw 

from the program.  

3. Any other reasons for cancellation or early termination will be dealt with on a case by case basis. 

http://www.jewishcincinnati.org/israel-travel-grants-eligible-trip-providers


 
 

 

 
 

 

 

  



 
 

Disclaimer 

All Israel travel grant recipients and their parents, if the participant is less than eighteen (18) years of age, 

sign and agree to the following disclaimer/s which are part of the Travel Advisory Agreement. 
 

The Jewish Foundation of Cincinnati and Jewish Federation of Cincinnati are committed to a strong 
and enduring connection with the State of Israel. The Cincy Journeys program, through which grants 
are provided to Cincinnati Jewish high school and college-age students to visit Israel and other 
nations, is one of our ways of maintaining that connection.  
You have expressed your own commitment and love for the people of Israel by your decision to 
travel to Israel. We are deeply grateful.  
Please be aware, however, that as of the date of your application for travel to Israel and as of the 
date of this document, the U.S. Department of State has issued a travel warning to United States 
citizens regarding travel to Israel, Gaza and the West Bank (the “Travel Warning”). A copy of the 
current Travel Warning has been given to you along with this form. Please directly contact the U. S. 
Department of State, Overseas Citizens Service at 2201 C Street NW, Washington, DC 20520 or 
www.travel.state.gov/travel or phone 202-647-5225 to obtain further information concerning the 
current Travel Warning. We ask that, after you have reviewed and considered the enclosed Travel 
Warning, information available from the U.S. Department of State concerning the Travel Warning 
and the contents of this document, you sign this document before we issue the funds for your travel.  
ACKNOWLEDGMENT/RELEASE  
I AM AWARE OF THE RISKS OF TRAVEL TO ISRAEL AND OTHER NATIONS, INCLUDING 
WITHOUT LIMITATION RISKS TO MY LIFE, HEALTH, WELL-BEING, SAFETY AND SECURITY, 
WHICH MAY ARISE DURING THE COURSE OF OR AS A RESULT OF MY TRAVELING, AND 
SPECIFICALLY INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY RISKS WHICH MAY BE RELATED TO 
ACTS OF TERRORISM AND/OR ACTS OF WAR. I AM ALSO AWARE AND HAVE BEEN 
WARNED THAT, AS OF THE DATE OF THIS APPLICATION, THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
HAS ISSUED A TRAVEL WARNING TO UNITED STATES CITIZENS REGARDING TRAVEL TO 
ISRAEL, GAZA, THE WEST BANK AND OTHER COUNTRIES TO WHICH I MAY BE TRAVELING.  
I agree that I am voluntarily participating in my trip organized by ____________________________ 
(please insert the name of the sponsor organization for your trip) with the full understanding of these 
and any other risks related to the aforementioned program, the Travel Warning, and any future travel 
warnings or advisories that may be in effect at the time of my travel.  
By signing below, I acknowledge that I have read this entire document and that I have reviewed and 
considered the information regarding the Travel Warning as available on this date from the U.S. 
Department of State. I further assume and agree to accept any and all risks related to my 
participation in the Cincy Journeys Israel program, including without limitation the possibility of 
cancellation, postponement and/or rescheduling of any portion of sponsored travel and risks to my 
life, health, well-being, safety and/or security which now exist and/or which may arise during the 
course of my participating in the Cincy Journeys Israel program in which I have enrolled, and, on 
behalf of myself, my next-of-kin, my heirs or assigns, I hereby release the Jewish Federation of 
Cincinnati and any related or affiliated entities as well their trustees, officers, agents, and employees, 
from any and all claims which now exist or which may arise during the course of or as a result of my 
participation in the Cincy Journeys Israel program, including without limitation claims arising from 
any of the risks referenced above.  
I also acknowledge and agree that I am signing this Acknowledgement/Release in exchange for 
funds for my travel to Israel and that, but for my agreement to this Acknowledgement/Release, I 
would not be given any such funds.  



 
 

If the participant is less than eighteen (18) years of age, the section on the next page must 
also be read and completed by all parents and/or guardians of the participant.  
By signing below, I/we hereby acknowledge that I/we have read this entire document and that I/we 
have reviewed and considered the information regarding the U.S. Department of State’s current 
position regarding travel to Israel and surrounding areas as available on this date from the 
Department. I/we further assume and agree to accept any and all risks to the life, health, well-being, 
safety and/or security of my/our child which now exist and/or which may arise during the course of 
his/her participating in the Cincy Journeys Israel program, and, on behalf of myself, my next-of-kin, 
my heirs or assigns, I/we hereby release The Jewish Foundation of Cincinnati and the Jewish 
Federation of Cincinnati and any related or affiliated entities as well as their trustees, officers, 
agents, and employees, from any and all claims which may arise during the course of or as a result 
of my/our child’s participation in the Cincy Journeys Israel program.  
By signing below, I/we also agree to indemnify, hold harmless and defend The Jewish Foundation of 
Cincinnati and Jewish Federation of Cincinnati and any related or affiliated entities as well as any of 
their trustees, officers, agents, and employees, against any and all claims, demands, liabilities, 
losses, damages, costs and expenses in any way relating to claims or demands made by my/our 
child related in any way to the Cincy Journeys Israel program. The indemnification set forth in this 
paragraph shall include all expenses, penalties, fines, attorneys' fees and disbursements which the 
Jewish Federation of Cincinnati and The Jewish Foundation of Cincinnati and/or any related or 
affiliated entities may incur if any claims are made by me/us and/or my/our child related to the Cincy 
Journeys Israel program. I/we shall, on demand, pay to the Jewish Foundation of Cincinnati and/or 
the Jewish Federation Cincinnati and/or any related or affiliated entities against whom such claims 
are made all sums expended by such entity in connection with any claim described in this 
paragraph. 

 

  



 
 

Criteria to establish residency for Cincy Journeys Travel Grant Applicants 

 
To determine residency status, an applicant is first identified as dependent or independent. The 

following information is considered: that the person is no longer claimed, or was not claimed the 

previous year, as a dependent on federal or state tax returns of a parent or other person; and that the 

person has financial earnings and resources independent of parents or persons other than a spouse 

necessary to provide for the person’s own sustenance. A person who cannot provide evidence of 

all these circumstances is considered dependent, and has the resident and residency of the parent or 

guardian. (Should the parents be divorced, separated, or otherwise living apart, the dependent 

person shall be a Greater Cincinnati resident if either parent resides in and is a resident of Greater 

Cincinnati, regardless of which parent has custody or claims that person as a dependent for income  

tax purposes.) 

For our purposes, Greater Cincinnati shall include but not be limited to the Greater Cincinnati area 
including Oxford, Hamilton, Middletown, Northern Kentucky, and Lawrenceburg, Indiana. 

Marriage to a Cincinnati resident shall be a factor considered in determining whether an applicant is 
dependent or independent. 
 
Evidence of residency in Greater Cincinnati, includes but i s  n o t  not limited to:  

1. Full-time employment of at least one year while living in Cincinnati 
2. Continuous physical presence as a non-student for 12 months immediately preceding  

the application date 
3. Filing of Ohio income tax return, with a Cincinnati address, for the year preceding date 

of application 
 
Residency Documents 

(must include Cincinnati street address) 

The following documents are acceptable if the applicant's current Cincinnati residence street address 
is included in the document. Only original documents or a copy bearing an original certification by the 
issuing authority are acceptable. Uncertified copies or copies of certified documents are not 
acceptable. Failure to provide at least one acceptable identification document and proof of residency in 
Greater Cincinnati shall result in the denial of the application. 

 Ohio Driver’s License 

 Income Tax Return Filing - Copy of federal or Cincinnati income tax return issued twelve months 

prior to date of application 

 Paycheck Stub - Issued twelve months prior to date of application 

 Social Security Administration Document 

 

The Jewish Federation of Cincinnati has the final say on determining eligibility status of grant 

applicants upon presentation or requested documentation. 


